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Introduction on system under control:

Inverted pendulum is a pendulum that has its centre of 
mass above its pivot point. This system is unstable and will 
fall over if there is without additional help. By using control 
system, the system can be suspended stably by monitoring 
the angle of pole and moving the pivot point horizontal 
back under the centre of mass to keep it balanced. A 
normal pendulum is stable when it is hanging downward.

Figure 1
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An inverted pendulum is inherently unstable, and must be 
actively balanced in order to remain upright; this can be 
done either by applying a torque at the pivot point, by 
moving the pivot point horizontally as part of a feedback 
system, changing the rate of rotation of a mass mounted on 
the pendulum on an axis parallel to the pivot axis and 
thereby generating a net torque on the pendulum, or by 
oscillating the pivot point vertically.

Introduction on system under control:

Figure 2
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M: mass of the cart
m: mass of the pendulum
b: coefficient of friction for cart
l: length to pendulum center of mass 
I: mass moment of inertia of the pendulum
F: force applied to the cart
x: cart position coordinate
Theta: pendulum angle from vertical



Introduction on PID controller:
Below is the figure of a PID controller in feedback compensation:

Its transfer function is:
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which has two zeros plus a pole at the origin. One zero and the pole at the origin can 
be designed as the ideal integral compensator, the other zero can be designed as the 
ideal derivative compensator.

Figure 3
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Introduction on PID controller:

PID is abbreviation of proportional integral derivative controllers which use a control 
loop feedback mechanism to control process variables and are the most accurate and 
stable controller. PID controller is the combination of both PI and PD controllers.  
Therefore, PID controller can be used to improve steady-state error and transient 
response such as settling time, peak time and overshoot independently.

The PID controller is an instrument used in industrial control applications to regulate 
temperature, flow, pressure, speed and other process variables.

Elmer Ambrose Sperry Sr. (October 12, 1860 – June 16, 
1930) was an American inventor who developed first 
evolution of the PID controller.
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Problem statement:

Design a feedback PID controller for inverted pendulum system, 
so that for a 10 m/s step reference, the performance will achieve 
the following criteria:

•  settling time less than 5 s.
•  pendulum should not move more than 0.05   radians away 

from the vertical.
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Objectives:

• To study the effect of feedback P, PI, and PD controller on the 
response of inverted pendulum system.

• To be able to use Excel and Matlab in designing appropriate 
controller.

• To design a feedback PID controller for inverted pendulum 
system with settling time less than 5 s and position of 
pendulum always equal or less than 0.05 radian away from 
the vertical.
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Scopes and limitations:

The study aims to design a PID controller for inverted pendulum system with 
settling time less than 5 s and pendulum not move more than 0.05 radians 
away from vertical when a 10 m/s srep reference is an input to the system.  
The  compensated inverted pendulum system with feedback P, PI, and PD 
controller will also be designed to study the effects of different controller on 
the response of inverted pendulum system. The morden engineering software 
Matlab and Excel will be used to verify the design of compensated inverted 
pendulum system and used to plot out the root locus and step response.The 
limitation of the study is the design of the PID controller is only for inverted 
pendulum system with 10 m/s reference input to the system, which mean the 
maximum speed of the pendulum can conquer is 10 m/s.
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Methodology/Approach:

In manual calculation, formulas of 2nd order approximation is used to 
calculate the value of dominant pole.

Tuning method is used in PID controller to improve the system in the aspect 
of settling time and steady-state error

In order to verify the system designed, MATLAB is used to simulation the root 
locus and step respond of the designed controller

feedback() - feedback from the output;
stepDataOptions() - set the step amplitude;
step() - plot step respond;
rlocus() - plot root locus;
pid() - controller function;
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Solution: P controller:
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• By using Routh-Hurwitz table:
Characteristic eq=s³+0.1818s²+(4.545Kᴘ-31.1818)s-4.4545

• Since there is a sign change at s⁰, the system cannot be 
stabilized by using only P controller.

• Routh-Hurwitz criterion states that the system is stable if and 
only if the sign of the first column is the same.

s³ 1 4.545Kᴘ - 31.1818

s² 0.1818 -4.4545

s¹ 4.545Kᴘ - 31.1818 0

s⁰ -4.4545 0
Table 1
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P Controller: Excel Plot- Root Locus

Uncompensated

Figure 5
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Compensated KP = 100 Compensated KP = 10000

From the three root locus, they show that the change in KP will not change the root 
locus and is not able to achieve stable system. Because there must be a closed loop 
pole at the right-half plane which cause a system to be unstable. By using only P 
controller, the requirements can’t be achieved.

Figure 7Figure 6
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P Controller: Excel Plot- Step Respond
Uncompensated

Figure 8
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Compensated KP = 100 Compensated KP = 10000

Figure 10Figure 9
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P controller: Matlab code 
>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q 
- b*m*g*l/q)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10);
>>figure(1)
>>step(P_pend,opt)
>>figure(2)
>>rlocus(P_pend*CL)
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Matlab verifications: Root locus  
uncompensated inverted pendulum system

Figure 11
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Matlab verifications: Step Response  
uncompensated inverted pendulum system

Figure 12
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Matlab verifications: Step Response  
compensated inverted pendulum system with 
KP = 100 and 10000 

Compensated KP = 100 Compensated KP = 10000

Figure 14Figure 13
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 PI controller

Since the PI controller  is for improving the steady state error while maintaining the 
transient response of the system. Therefore, the root locus of the system with PI 
controller will remain the same as system with P controller.  The root locus of 
uncompensated pendulum system unable to achieve stability by adjusting the gain. 
The same root locus with the PI controller will also give unstable system. 
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Figure 16Figure 15
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PI controller :
Since the desired uncompensated inverted pendulum system is not fixed with 
specific dominant poles, therefore the root locus can be change and this mean the 
zero of PI controller not necessary to be near to 0 values to cancel out the existence 
of origin pole of PI controller.  Before we go further, the root locus is a analysis tool 
to check the stability of the system. The requirements only can be achieved if the 
system is stable. From following root locus can be noticed that the system cannot 
achieve stability evethough change the shape root locus with GPI, becuase there will 
always have a closed loop pole at the right half plane.
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PI controller :
Prove: The step response of the system with GPI = (s+10)/s and GPI = (s-10)/s
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 PI controller: Matlab code 
>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q - b*m*g*l/q)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10);
>>CL= (1*(s+0.0001)/s);

>>T=feedback(P_pend,CL)
>>figure(1)
>>step(T,opt)
>>figure(2)
>>rlocus(P_pend*CL)
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Matlab verifications: Root locus of inverted 
pendulum system with PI controller, GPI = (s+0.0001)/s

Figure 21
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Matlab verifications: Step response of 
inverted pendulum system with PI controller, GPI = 
(s+0.0001)/s

Figure 22
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Solution: PD controller:

For PD controller, KI =0

Figure 23
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PD Controller: Excel Plot of Uncompensated System- 
Root Locus

Figure 24
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PD Controller: Excel Plot of Uncompensated System- 
Step Response
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Figure 25



PD Controller: Calculation – Dominant Pole
Assumption:

Zeros: 0
Poles: -0.143, -5.6, 5.57
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PD Controller: Calculation – Zero
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-5.6 -0.143 5.57

Figure 26



PD Controller: Calculation – K

By substitute dominant pole 57.14+j5.74 into s

By comparing with C(s)
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PD Controller: Excel Plot of Compensated System- 
Root Locus

Figure 27
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PD Controller: Excel Plot of Compensated System- 
Step Response
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Figure 28



MATLAB APPROACH

Figure 29
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Comparison of Uncompensated And 
Compensated System – Root Locus

Uncompensated Compensated

Figure 31Figure 30
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Comparison of Uncompensated And 
Compensated System – Step Respond

Uncompensated Compensated

Figure 33Figure 32
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Comparison of Uncompensated And 
Compensated System – Settling Time

Uncompensated Compensated

Figure 34 : Step information is shown by using stepinfo(y,t)

By designing PD Controller, the settling time of the inverted pendulum system had 
been improved from 10.5 s to 0.1 s which was approximately same as the 
assumption done for manual calculation (0.07). The requirements for the system is 
achieved since the settling time is less than 5 s and the angle in radian is  not more 
than 0.05 radians. Yet the steady-state error for the system is not yet improved to 0, 
since the added zero will increase the steady state error.
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PID controller : Design Requirements 

Designing a PID controller 
so the Inverter pendulum 
system can operate with 
settling time,Ts less than 5 s 
and pendulum not move 
more than 0.05  rad ians 
away from vertical.
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Figure 35
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PID Controller: Inverted Pendulum System,Ppend
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Zeros : 0
Poles : -0.143, -5.6, 5.7

The positive pole 5.7  cause the inverted pendulum system without controller 
unstable, therefore in order to design a stable system, we need to avoid the 
existence of positive pole in designed closed loop system with PID controller to 
make sure all poles are located on left-half plane.
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PID Controller: Excel plot for root locus of 
inverter pendulum system before design

Figure 36
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PID Controller: Excel plot for step response of
 inverter pendulum system before design

Figure 37
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  PID Controller: Choosing dominant poles 

Assume the system to be designed will be second order system. Since the 
required settling time, Ts is less than 5 s, so here the Ts  is set at 0.05 s. 
The damping ratio at 0.996 is used to determine the imaginary part of the 
dominant poles with small angle at 5 degree. The small angle which result 
damping ratio near to 1 will lead to small overshoot so that pendulum 
would not move more than 0.05 radians away from the vertical.
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PID Controller : Determine zero in PID controller 
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Figure 38

Figure 39



PID Controller: Calculate the gain,K 
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PID Controller: Design PI controller in PID controller 
with zero equal -0.001

Let 
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Open-loop zeros:  -0.001, -40,53  
Open-loop poles: -0.143,-5.6, +5.7
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PID Controller: Close loop transfer function and 
closed loop poles, where GPI = (s+0.001)/s
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Characteristic equation:
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Closed-loop poles:  -0.0003,  -80.04+j6.722,  -80.04-j6.722
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PID Controller: Calculate KP,KD and KI
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Figure 40
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PID Controller: Excel plot for step response of
 inverter pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+0.001)/s

Figure 41
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Second order approximation:

The second order approximation is valid, when PI = (s+0.001)/s is used in PID 
controller. Eventhough the higher order pole is -0.0003 is not 5 times further into 
the left of the dominant pole but into the right instead.  This is because the higher 
order pole, s = -0.0003 is near to zero and thus higher order pole can cancel by zero 
at origin as shown in closed loop transfer function as below:

Therefore the resulted settling time,Ts and overshoot are similar with calculation 
for second order system as shown in excel plot of root locus and step response as 
well as shown in verification of Matlab. Where Ts = 0.0719 s and overshoot is 
negligible. From either excel plot or Matlab, the step response shows amplitude 
less than 0.05 radians and settling time less than 5 seconds therefore the 
requirements are fullfilled. Eventhough, both requirements are fullfulled but steady 
state error still can be improved to be near to zero radian at vertical position. 
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PID Controller: Design PI controller in PID
controller with zero equal -0.5

Let 
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Open-loop zeros:  -0.5, -40,53  
Open-loop poles: -0.143,-5.6, +5.7
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PID Controller : Close loop transfer 
function and closed loop poles, where GPI = (s+0.5)/s
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Characteristic equation:
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Closed-loop poles:  -0.5017,  -79.79+j9.138,  -79.79-j9.138
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PID Controller : Calculate KP,KD and 
KI
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PID Controller: Excel plot for root locus of 
inverter pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+0.5)/s

Figure 42
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PID Controller: Excel plot for step response of 
inverter pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+0.5)/s

Figure 43
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PID Controller: Design PI controller in PID 
controller with zero equal -1.8

Let 

s
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Open-loop zeros:  -1.8, -40,53  
Open-loop poles: -0.143,-5.6, +5.7
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PID Controller: Close loop transfer function 
and closed loop poles, where GPI = (s+1.8)/s
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Characteristic equation:
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Closed-loop poles:  -1.807,  -79.14+j13.78,  -79.14-j13.78
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PID Controller: Calculate KP,KD and KI
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PID Controller: Excel plot for root locus of 
inverter pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+1.8)/s

Figure 44
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PID Controller: Excel plot for step response of 
inverter pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+1.8)/s

Figure 45
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Second order approximation:

The second order approximation is not valid, when PI = (s+0.5)/s or PI = (s+1.8)/s is 
used in PID controller. because the higher order pole is not 5 times further into the 
left of the dominant pole but into the right. Eventhough the zero added in PI of of 
PID controller is near to the closed-loop poles of the system, there would not have 
cancellation between zero and pole. One thing have to keep in mind when 
designing feedback compensator is  that zeros of the feedback transfer function 
which commonly denoted with H(s) are not closed-loop zeros unlike cascaded 
system. -0.5 and -1.8 are considered far from 0, therefore there is no cancellation 
between higher order pole and zero at origin is allowed. Hence the higher order 
pole appears to remain stationary , and there is no pole-zero cancellation between 
higher order pole and zero in PI of PID controller. Therefore the resulted settling 
time,Ts and overshoot are different from calculation for second order system as 
shown in excel plot of root locus and step response as well as verification of Matlab. 
However, either in case PI = (s+0.5)/s or PI = (s+1.8)/s, the steady state error are 
tend to be eliminated and much better than when PI = (s+0.001)/s.
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 Both cases having overshoot and settling time greater than case PI = (s+0.001)/s. 
When PI = (s+0.5)/s are used in PID controller, the settling time is greather than 5 s 
and maximum amplitude less than 0.05 radians. Therefore, the design is fail due to 
only one requirement are fullfilled. However for the case when  PI = (s+1.8)/s is used in 
PID controller both requirements are fullfilled with steady state error eliminated. The 
increase in magnitude of zero in PI used in PID controller lead to the increase in both 
KP and KI where KD  remain unchange. KI experience significant increase in value when 
magnitude of zero mentioned increase, and KP only experience small increase. The 
change in step response when magnitude of zero in PI used in PID cntroller of inverted 
pendulum system increase are mainly due to increase in KI. Therefore Incerease in KI 
will tend to eliminate steady state error. 

Observation:
After the second order approximation become invalid, increase in KI values will tend to 
give faster settling time and smaller overshoot.
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PID Controller : Excel plot for root locus

• Before design

Figure 46
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PID Controller : Excel plot for root locus

• After design (Option 1)

Figure 47
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PID Controller : Excel plot for root locus

• After design (Option 2)

Figure 48
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PID Controller: Excel plot for time response

• Before design

Figure 49
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PID Controller : Excel plot for time response

• After design (Option 1): Faster Settling time 

Figure 50
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PID Controller : Excel plot for time response

• After design (Option 2) : Smaller Steady State Error

Figure 51
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Matlab verifications: Codes for plotting root 
locus and step response of inverted pendulum system 
before design.

>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q -b*m*g*l/q)
>>figure(1)
>>rlocus(P_pend)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10); 
>>figure(2)
>>step(P_pend,opt)
>> [y,t] = step(P_pend,opt)
>> si = stepinfo(y,t)
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Matlab verifications: Root locus of inverted 
pendulum system before design.

Figure 52
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Matlab verifications: Step response of 
inverted pendulum system before design.

Figure 53
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Matlab verifications: Codes for plotting root 
locus and step response of inverted pendulum system 
with PID controller, GPI = (s+0.001)/s
>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q - b*m*g*l/q)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10);
>>CL= (35.18*(s+40.53)*(s+0.001)/s);
>>T=feedback(P_pend,CL)
>>figure(1)
>>step(T,opt)
>>figure(2)
>>rlocus(P_pend*CL)
>> [y,t] = step(T,opt)
>> si = stepinfo(y,t)
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Matlab verifications: Root locus of inverted 
pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = (s+0.001)/s

Figure 54
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Matlab verifications: Step response of 
inverted pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+0.001)/s

Figure 55
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Matlab verifications: Codes for plotting root 
locus and step response of inverted pendulum system 
with PID controller, GPI = (s+0.5)/s
>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q - b*m*g*l/q)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10);
>>CL= (35.18*(s+40.53)*(s+0.5)/s);
>>T=feedback(P_pend,CL)
>>figure(1)
>>step(T,opt)
>>figure(2)
>>rlocus(P_pend*CL)
>> [y,t] = step(T,opt)
>> si = stepinfo(y,t)
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Matlab verifications: Root locus and step 
response of inverted pendulum system with 
PID controller, GPI = (s+0.5)/s

Figure 56
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Matlab verifications: Step response of 
inverted pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = 
(s+0.5)/s

Figure 57
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Matlab verifications: Codes for plotting root 
locus and step response of inverted pendulum 
system with PID controller, GPI = (s+1.8)/s
>>M = 0.5;
>>m = 0.2;
>>b = 0.1;
>>I = 0.006;
>>g = 9.8;
>>l = 0.3;
>>q = (M+m)*(I+m*l^2)-(m*l)^2;
>>s = tf('s');
>>P_pend = (m*l*s/q)/(s^3 + (b*(I + m*l^2))*s^2/q - ((M + m)*m*g*l)*s/q - b*m*g*l/q)
>>opt = stepDataOptions('InputOffset',0,'StepAmplitude',10);
>>CL= (35.18*(s+40.53)*(s+1.8)/s);
>>T=feedback(P_pend,CL)
>>figure(1)
>>step(T,opt)
>>figure(2)
>>rlocus(P_pend*CL)
>> [y,t] = step(T,opt)
>> si = stepinfo(y,t)
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Matlab verifications:  Root locus of inverted 
pendulum system with PID controller, GPI = (s+1.8)/s

Figure 58
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Figure 59
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Discussion: Comparison between P, PI, PD and PID
P controller is used for adjusting the gain of the system which unable to change the 
shape of the root locus. Therefore, for unstable system such as inverted pendulum 
system, the P controller is not a suitable controller to make the system stable. Since PI 
controller is consist of zero near to zero value and pole at origin, therefore the root 
locus of the system is approximately the same as system with P contoller alone and this 
mean that, the PI controller also not a suitable controller to make unstable system such 
as inverted pendulum system to become stable. In cascaded compensator, the PI 
controller can result a system with improved steady state error due to increase in 
system type. However in the case that we study, improved steady state error can not be 
noticed due to unstable system. The PD controller is used for improving the transient 
response of the system. In this project, the requirements can be achieve with the PD 
controller, provided that appropriate dominant poles are selected. However, the PD 
controller unable to make the steady state error near to zero and this is what PID can 
do. The PID controller can be used for improving both transient response and steady 
state error of the system response. Because in PID controller there have three 
parameters KP, KI and KD that are free to adjust instead of KP in P controller, KP and KI in 
PI controller, and KP and KD in PD controller. PID having both advantages from PI and PD 
which are improving the transient response and improving steady state error.
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Conclusions:

1. The P and PI controller are unable used for designing a inverted pendulum system 
with settling time less than 5 seconds and pendulum move less than 0.05 radians away 
from the vertical. The PD controller is able to be used for designing an inverted 
pendulum system that fullfil requirements but can not achieve zero steady state. PID 
controller having best performance in designing inverted pendulum system that fulfill 
requirements. 

2. In this Project, MATLAB is widely used for verification purpose to check the response 
of the system after controller is designed. Excel is  used to plot out the root locus and 
step response graph after the verification with MATLAB. 

3. The requirements which are settling time less than 5 seconds and pendulum move 
less than 0.05 radians away from the vertical successfully achieved through PID 
controller with KP =35.18, KI = 1.426 and KD = 1425.84 and PID controller with KP 
=35.18, KI = 2566.38 and KD = 1489.17. However the requirements also can be 
achieved with PD controller only with steady state error not equal to zero.
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